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PROPHON
Music Makes the Difference

PROPHON is the Bulgarian society for collective management of 
neighboring rights in music, member of the global organisations IFPI (International 
Federation of the Phonographic Industry) and SCAPR (Societies' Council 
for the Collective Management of Performers' Rights). Our mission is to maintain 
full and productive partnership between right-holders and music content 
users, to safeguard and promote the value of the rights of music performers 
and producers alike and to ensure maximum return on their creative efforts, 
applying at the same time high technological standards for accuracy, 
transparency and efficiency.



Sofia Shtereva

Executive Director PROPHON

Address from the Executive Director

It is a distinct privilege, both for the entire team of PROPHON and for me personally, to present to you 
the results of yet another year of success of our Society. Again, we report stable growth of 
revenues from licencing and distribution of remunerations to right-holders.

In just over 20 years we managed to prove our professionalism, commitment and drive to achieve and 
over-fulfilled our objectives. We all deeply believe in the corporate mission of PROPHON 
- to promote and maintain genuine partnership between right-holders and music content users to
ensure maximum returns on creative efforts invested for music producers and performing artists alike.
We are proud that we grow better by the day and we are ready for new challenges and
lessons along the way, together with our partners and others of like mind. We all share the common
goal of giving due recognition to intellectual property, of expanding our knowledge in the
area of copyright and neighbouring rights and of reversing the attitudes towards the work of
creative artists in music.

The entire team of PROPHON on a daily basis, with dedication and perseverance, promotes MUSIC 
as a mission. I do assure you, filled with pride, that currently each position at PROPHON is matched 
with the right person. All of us, as a team, focus on the future and achievement of excellence.
I hereby thank the Managing Board and the Supervisory Board of PROPHON for their active 
engagement in defining a clear strategic vision for development.
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2019 Priorities

Technologies
The need for constant improvement of processes underlying the communication with right-holders and 
users motivates out team at PROPHON to constantly upgrade capabilities and deploy cutting-edge 
technology solutions in every single line of operation.

One of the incontestable highlights in technological aspect in 2019 was the launching of the 
innovative software system for neighbouring rights administration and distribution of remuneration - 
Apollon.
The system was developed by the Austrian company BIConcepts, in strict observance of the 
recommended model of the International Federation of the Phonographic Industry (IFPI) for IT and 
back-office processes of music licencing companies. The system is compliant with the European 
Collective Rights Management Directive and interoperable with the specialised projects and platforms 
of SCAPR such as SDEG, IPD and VRDB.

For us, as an organisation handling a highly specific and huge volumes of information, migrating to a 
new system for distribution required in-depth analysis of the structure and quality of existing data. In 
terms of infrastructure, the project was consistent with the latest technological requirements. The new 
equipment is located in a secure environment with non-limited connectivity and protection provided. 
The numerous tests conducted by the team and their outcomes give us assurance that the go-live of 
Apollon will be in 2020, and we will take the next step to reinforce PROPHON as a modern and 
high-tech company.
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The deployment of the software product for administration of contractual relations between 
PROPHON and users in the public performance domain laid the solid foundation to build upon further. 
Over the past years the software enabled quicker and more efficient processing of 
agreements, remunerations and support of licensed locations databases.

One goal of PROPHON has been increasing automation of administrative operations in the 
department, with the relevant technological capacity. To this end, in 2019 new features 
were designed and implemented, allocating human resource for operations directly related to 
promoting market coverage and driving up proceeds. These features focused on three main lines of 
operation of the department when dealing with customers – administration, marketing, and 
accounting.

Additionally, a system for electronic checking and validation of licencing certificates was 
developed and launched. Certificates are equipped with a QR code for easy and 
quick verification of validity and authenticity.
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New Tariffs
Broader coverage, licencing more sites and increasing the revenues for right-holders were the drivers 
for us in developing the new Tariff for Theatres. During the work leading up to the draft Tariff, we 
reviewed the relevant practices in public performance in theatres in various European countries and 
the models adopted by PROPHON counterparts for collective rights management.

In a professional and constructive dialogue, we discussed and consulted the draft Tariff with the 
representative organisation of users BAROQUE. In late 2019 the Minister of Culture approved 
the proposal submitted by PROPHON for determining the remunerations to be collected by 
PROPHON for public performance of phonograms during theatrical performances.

The public relations to be affected by the new Tariff are confined to relations with a relatively small 
circle of users – organisers/authors of drama performances, or most generally, Theatres. Despite the 
fact that the subject matter was one of the most common types of use – public 
performance, traditionally associated with the largest and versatile user outreach (restaurants, hotels, 
retail locations, public spaces, etc.), the specifics of the use of phonograms during theatrical 
performances required a dedicated category in the tariffs of PROPHON.

With the Tariff for Theatres we continued to expand our presence in licencing spheres that previously 
were out of the scope of immediate business. Getting new market segments is central to our visions in 
the long run and a key prerequisite for sustaining full and productive partnership between right-holders 
and music content users.
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Legislation Initiatives
One of the key priorities for us in 2019 was the engagement in the legislative process in the intellectual 
property domain. The analysis of existing legislation related to the work of music producers and 
performing artists and the issues with enforcement informed our position. We upheld this stand in the 
active dialogue with state institutions.
We submitted our opinion on the Strategy for Development of Bulgarian Culture 2019–2029, 
seconding the position of the state that one of the most serious issues concerning collective rights 
management stems from the weaknesses in the current revision of Art. 26 of the Copyright and 
Neighbouring Rights Act (CNRA) on compensation remuneration for free use that effectively preclude 
enforcement of these provisions.

We announced our position that other important aspects of copyright music industry deserved attention 
too such as the persisting trend of transmission of television programmes in the platforms of cable 
operators without due authorisation and license either by television organisations or collective 
management organisations.

In our position on the Strategy we highlighted another important weakness, namely the fact that the 
legislation failed to properly address simulcasting. The currently effective CNRA precludes any 
remuneration whatsoever in favour of right-holders from use of works and protected subject-matter via 
simulcasting whereby the audience outreach is new and different from the audience outreach in 
broadcasting/cable transmission. With the advance of technologies and easy web access, 
the significance of simulcasting as a form of choice for use of protected subject-matter grows 
substantially; however, our legislation tends to continuously ignore this fact, to the detriment of right-
holders.

We embarked upon a public-private partnership with the Ministry of Culture. For us, as collective 
management society, the ultimate goal is to undertake all necessary and feasible measures to protect 
the rights and interests of our members in the best way possible. In view of the ultimate objective both 
the Ministry of Culture and PROPHON shared – authorised use of music content from 
Public Performance in retail locations – we designed a long-term campaign to raise the awareness of 
current and prospective users of protected repertoire.
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2018

2017

2016

2019

666
new contracts

13%
growth in public 
performance revenue

Growth in Public Performance

We achieved 13% revenue growth from Public Performance, hence the sustained tangible upward 
trend for revenues for a third year in a row.

Ever since 2016 there has been a constant rise in the number of agreements with users in the Public 
Performance domain, 44% up last year. The rate of growth in the number of agreements outpaced by 
much the growth rate of proceeds, due to the penetration in the market of small retailers that previously 
were hard to reach.

1 401 976

1 239 967

1 095 389

935 556
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2019 Priorities
Growth in Public Performance

New licensed venues

0,0%

0,4%
0,1%

0,6%

1,7%
1,9%

2,5%

6,1%

1,6%

0,1%

0,0%

1,3%

1,1%
9,2%

23,7%0,8%

0,4%

1,3%

0,2%
1,6%

1,9%

3,3%

2,8%

0,3%
14,3%

11,2%

11,2 %

0,6 %
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2019 Priorities
Growth in Public Performance

Revenue
new venues

Number of
new venues

SHOPS
12%

CERVICE 
CENTERS

5% OTHER
1%

HOTELS
23%

CERVICE 
CENTERS

7% OTHER
6%

HOTELS
15% SHOPS

21%
RESTAURANTS
AND BARS

43%

RESTAURANTS
AND BARS

67%
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2019 Priorities

Employee wellbeing and development

We at PROPHON believe that employer responsibility for the people who account for the success and 
the image of the company is at the core of any corporate social strategy. Therefore, we take care to 
provide our staff with excellent conditions for work and breaks alike and promote their potential.

The effective implementation of the policy of PROPHON focused on employees in the past year was 
through training events on versatile topics and objectives.

The broad thematic range included the power of verbal and nonverbal communication, the role of 
empathy in interactions, tests for active listening and role-playing, etc. The trainings were consistent with 
the needs of the team for improvement of communication skills that are so important in our day-to-day 
interface with right-holders, users, and authorities. The balanced blend of theory and practice delivered 
as expected, with positive feedback from employers, building upon trainings and extending the 
thematic scope and diversity of modules.
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2019 2018

Public Performance

TV broadcasting

Radio Stations

Webcasting

Retransmission

Total Revenue licencing

Administrative Revenue

Total Revenue

Administrative Cost

Total Administrative Cost

Administrative Cost

Financing social, cultural 
and educational activities 

of the producers

Financing social, cultural and 
educational activities

of the performing artist

                                         

                     

1 401 976

3 220 313 

1 714 103

 22 040  

 282 015

  6 640 447

40 962

6 681 409

1 112 952

 1 112 952

16,8 %

115 000

115 000   

1 239 967 

2 977 360

1 577 624

    29 161

 277 195

6 101 306

30 327

6 131 633

1 016 777

1 016 777

16,7 %

90 000

90 000    

13 %

8 %

9 %

-24 %

2 %

9 %

35%

9 %

    9 %

 9 % 

growth in public 
performance revenue13%

growth in television 
revenue8%

growth in radio 
stations revenue9%

Financial Indicators Financial Indicators
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Аз и целият екип на ПРОФОН имаме изключителната привилегия да представим пред Вас 
резултатите от поредната успешна година в развитието на нашето дружество. Отново 
отбелязваме стабилен ръст в приходите от лицензиране и разпределението на възнаграждения 
към правоносителите.

За малко повече от 20 години работа доказахме нашия професионализъм,  ангажираност и 
стремеж да постигаме и надминаваме целите си. Ние всички силно вярваме в мисията на 
дружеството - да поддържаме истинско партньорство между правоносителите и ползвателите на 
музикално съдържание,  за да могат музикалните продуценти и артист изпълнители да имат 
максимална възвръщаемост на вложените творчески усилия. Горди сме, че всеки ден ставаме 
все по- добри и сме готови за нови предизвикателства и уроци по пътя, по който вървим заедно 
с  нашите партньори и съмишленици. Обединява ни общата цел за зачитане на интелектуалната 
собственост , за повече познание в областта на авторските и сродни права и за промяна на 
отношението към труда на музикалните творци.
Целият екип на ПРОФОН е ежедневно отдаден на каузата МУЗИКА. Уверявам ви, с гордост от 
тези думи,  че в момента в ПРОФОН  на всяка позиция работи най-правилният човек Всички 
заедно, като екип, сме с фокус върху бъдещето и постигането на изключителни резултати.

Изказвам специални благодарности към Управителния съвет и Надзорния съвет на ПРОФОН за 
активното участие в определянето на ясна стратегическа визия за развитие. 

13 %

8 %

9 %

-24 %

2 %

9 %

35%

9 %

    9 %

 9 % 
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Public PerformancePublic Performance

Partnership with Local Authorities
In 2019 we invested time and efforts to build and expand cooperation with mayors and line 
deputy mayors in large municipalities across the country. Trainings for municipal inspection teams 
took place in Varna, Rousse, Silistra, Bourgas, Nessebar, Pomorie, Sozopol, Shumen, Plovdiv, 
Kyustendil, Stara Zagora, Veliko Tarnovo, Haskovo, Kardjali, etc. During the meetings the 
Societies provided to the representatives of businesses and municipal administrations information 
about the amendments to the CNRA. The long-awaited revision of Art. 98 and the mandate of 
mayors to issue orders for checks of compliance with the CNRA of retail, catering and other service 
establishments categorised under the Tourism Act in the relevant municipalities led to signing 
of a considerable number of public performance license agreements. Trainings were coupled 
with meetings with members of the municipal administration including mayors and deputy mayors, and 
effective communication channels with them were established.

One good example was the meeting with Rousse Municipality on 22.01.2019. An 
awareness campaign in conjunction with the municipality was conducted, and relevant information 
materials were distributed among the locations using music.

Following the meeting with representatives of Plovdiv Municipality, a campaign was launched by 
municipal inspectors to provide all operators of commercial establishments in the municipality with a 
deadline for settlement of public performance rights, with penalties for incompliance upon expiry of this 
term. Further to the order by the mayor, municipal inspectors undertook active measures to inform the 
business, through visits and dissemination of information materials prepared by collective management 
societies under the umbrella brand of MusicPro. The actual impact from the proactive efforts of 
PROPHON and Plovdiv Municipality is to be seen in the coming year. Nevertheless, even the past 
2019 year witnessed signing of agreements with flagship hotels, restaurants and retail centres in 
the region.

After the meeting at the municipality of Stara Zagora, the local administration took a different 
approach choosing to target smaller businesses that used to be hard to reach for societies with the 
methods previously employed. Municipal officers launched massive checks of small retail and service 
outlets, as well as medium-sized catering and entertainment sites.

The approach Bourgas and Varna Municipalities adopted was entirely different. The mayors there 
went for prevention. Both municipalities revised their internal regulations for enforcement of the control 
functions they were vested with under the amended CNRA. The generation of such good practices in 
municipal administrations comes to show the potential for development for PROPHON in the Public 
Performance sector in the longer run, through the establishment of key partnerships.

To support the efforts of municipalities PROPHON created information materials with the assistance of 
Ministry of Culture. More than 4,700 information materials were distributed in 50 
municipalities identified as key for PROPHON, for circulation among local business operators 
during visits by municipal inspectors and on the premises of the municipality upon submission 
of documents for categorisation of accommodation and catering establishments under the Tourism 
Act.
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Marketing Campaign Targeting Users in the 
Hair and Beauty Sector

At PROPHON we know that the information about the need for licencing public performance in retail 
locations fails to reach end users of music audio recordings, especially concerning owners and 
operators of service outlets, hair and beauty salons. We took to setting this right by launching a broad 
telemarketing campaign.

The objective was to make users aware of the need to have sites licenced for public performance of 
music. In 2019 we ramped up this initiative with a collaboration between PROPHON and 
the professional hairstylist Grigori Kyulev - Gogo. The renowned stylist, with our support, sent a message 
to his fellow hair and beauty specialists encouraging them to have their outlets licenced. We designed 
and circulated advertising leaflets, duly mobilising electronic communication channels, in particular 
social media and Internet.

The massive marketing campaign of PROPHON delivered, paving the way for better and better 
outreach to this market. Thus in 2019 we licenced more than 120 new retail outlets – hair and beauty 
salons, our objective being more sustainable and stronger coverage of this market segment.
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Media

3,22 М

1,71 М

0,02 М

Media

For yet another year we reported stable growth in revenues from televisions and radio stations and 
from licencing of new providers of audio and video content.

The achievement of these results proved to be a challenge indeed, at the backdrop of ongoing 
consolidation across the media market in Bulgaria. The past year saw a decrease of revenues from 
use of phonograms on the Internet (webcasting).

Media revenue

For the national public media – Bulgarian National Television and Bulgarian National Radio - the 
year was marked with financial difficulties and changes of management. These unfavourable 
developments happened in a year in which our long-term contracts with some of the largest music 
content users expired. Despite all this, thanks to the efforts made and numerous meetings, we closed 
the year managing to collect in full all due contractual remunerations and reaching agreements on our 
relations for future periods.

2,97 М

1,58 М

1,71 М

3,22 М

2018 2019

Revenue Number of licenced media

2018 2019
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Retransmission Retransmission

OVER 300 К

1%

UP TO 1 К

71%

UP TO 3 К

UP TO 30 К

UP TO 10 К

20%

1%
2%

UP TO 5 К
5%

Licenced
operators based on 

the number of
reported 

subscribers

UP TO 5 К

10%

Revenue for 2019
from licenced

operators, grouped 
on the number of

reported 
subscribers

UP TO 3 К

15%

UP TO 1 К

28%
OVER 300 К

31%

UP TO 30 К
11%

UP TO 10 К
5%
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Distribution Distribution

131
Received and 

processed reports 

277 356
Number of unique 

recordings

62 444
Number of unique 

performers

7 976
Number of unique

producers

37, 7 mln
Minutes airplay

6,1 mln. bgn
Collected reveue

5,1 mln. bgn
Distributed NET amount

3,5 mln. bgn
Paid remuneration

2019
in numbers

2019 is yet another year of strong performance for the entire team of PROPHON. 
We worked with all our heart, to the best of our abilities, in our communication with 
right-holders and for right-holders, maximising the efficiency and effectiveness of 
operations. We undertook a number of initiatives, with focus and dedication.
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Distribution Distribution

Amount distributed in 2019

13%

5 122 462 bgn
Increased volume of data collection 
for music usage

performers

producers

Payment of current distribution
In September we finalised and announced the distribution of 
recordings used over the past reporting period – 2018. 
In the last quarter of the calendar year alone we paid 
more than BGN 2.6 mln, reaching 51% payment 
rate. for this distribution 

27,6 М

2017 2018 2019

32,5 М

37,7 М

 
10 mln

minutes of music
more are included in the distribution for 
the last two years 
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We reported substantial growth in one of the top platforms, Facebook, in terms of key indicators (likes, 
followers, audience engagement, comments etc.). Within one year the numbers of likes and followers of 
our official Facebook page went up by 30% and 34% respectively. In December alone our 
postings reached more than 5,000, the engagement rate being 17%. We reported high response rates 
in terms of comments by followers on postings which is evidence of strong involvement and connection 
with the target audience. This once again indicated that our Society grew more and more 
recognisable in the digital world.

30% more likes

34%   more followers

100k total post reach

10k total views

Presence in Social Media
Throughout 2019 we focused on promoting our presence in social media, mobilising the 
relevant resources, expertise and efforts. Stronger engagement and activity on the part of our existing 
audience was reported, alongside with gaining new followers. We reinforced the role of 
PROPHON as an innovative and progressive organisation oriented towards the latest trends in digital 
marketing.

The social platforms enabled us to engage in more efficient, swift and quality communication with 
our right-holders – performing artists and producers as well as locations using protected repertoire from 
our catalogue, i.e. media, hotels, entertainment establishments, restaurants, retail businesses, fitness 
clubs/gyms and other businesses.

We studied and analysed thoroughly our followers, taking heed of their preferences which eventually 
translated into three extremely successful campaigns.
We promoted the activity and mission of PROPHON in the most popular communication channels, 
namely Facebook, Instagram and YouTube.

Presence in Social Media 

PROPHON on Facebook
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Just over a handful of months in the past year we managed to make a success out of our 
#PROPHONTrending campaign. It is dedicated to promoting new arrivals in Bulgarian music. 
The campaign is a platform for expression for young talents rising on the Bulgarian music scene and 
gaining popularity.

#PROPHONTrending is part of our Facebook page and the official YouTube channel of the Society. The 
guests of #PROPHONTrending included Eva Parmakova, The Voice of Bulgaria winner NIYA – 
Niya Petrova, Mila Robert, the Bulgarian representative in EUROVISION 2020 Victoria Georgieva, 
Dara Ekimova, Atanas Kataliev, etc.

Presence in Social Media 
PROPHON continued with successful campaigns focusing on digital platforms for content-sharing. We 

are highly recognisable among followers due to campaigns that have already proven their impact- 

#PROPHONTrending and #BGMusicInspiration.

#PROPHONTrending

In 2019 we continued our long-standing and popular #BGMusicInspiration campaign which is a 
favourite of our Facebook and Instagram followers. It features fragments of lyrics of Bulgarian greatest 
hits.
Here social media get their weekly serving of poetry, and fans are challenged to guess the title of the 
hit.

Presence in Social Media 

#BGMusicInspiration
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Funds

Funds

Allocations for social, cultural, and educational funds for 2019.

115 000 bgn 90 000 bgn 25 000 bgn

Producers
Beneficiary

Performers
Beneficiary
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- Music Clinic Records -
Antony Rikev

- Danail Milev

PRODUCERS INTEREST QUOTA 
Category producers by volume

-  Virginia Records -
Stanislava Armutlieva
-  Universal Music Romania -
Stanislav Zahariev
-  Orphei Music -
Kiril Velichkov
Category producers by selection
-  Gega New -
Juliana Marinova

BALANCED INTEREST QUOTA  
- Rosen Stoev (DJ Rossko)

PERFORMERS
INTEREST QUOTA 
- Emil Dmitrov - son  
-  MI Productions -
Maria Ilieva
- ET PC Sound Reactor - 
Konstantin Markov
- Vasil Gurov

GENERAL ASSEMBLY

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

ADMINISTRATION
PROPHON

ADVISORY 
BOARD

- Mega Music -
Dora Black-Hampler

Structure of Governance
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01.01.2019-31.12.2019

Perfect
ALMA

How I miss you 
4Magic

Don’t know
ALMA

Sagapao
Dara Ekimova feat. 
Iskrata

Darbie
DARA

Fiesta
Yoana

Cash
Grafa feat. NDOE

Yes or no
Krisko

Bravo
Itzo Hazarta

Only you
Mihaela Marinova

01.01.2019-31.12.2019

Sweet but Psycho
Ava Max

Love Myself
on the Weekend
Coyot

Señorita
Shawn Mendes
& Camila Cabello

Calma
Pedro Capo

I Lost You
Havana Feat. Yaar

Perfect
ALMA

So Long
Malfa

Tomame
Eleni Foureira

Gitana (feat. Lil Eddie)
Claydee

Life
Zivert

Annual chart 
International Top 10

Annual chart 
Bulgarian Top 10




